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IMAGE READING APPARATUS AND IMAGE 
READING METHOD 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to an image reading appa 

ratus and an image reading method and, in particular, to an 
image reading method in Which an image is read by photo 
electrically converting incident light from the image in units 
of single pixels When the image to be read has been divided 
into a plurality of pixels and to an image reading apparatus 
in Which the above image reading method can be applied 

2. Description of the Related Art 
Conventionally, an image scanner is knoWn in Which an 

image is read (i.e. image data representing density values of 
each pixel in an image) in the folloWing manner. Light 
emitted from a light source and transmitted through an 
image recorded on a photographic ?lm or the like is mea 
sured (photoelectrically converted) in units of single pixels 
by a charge accumulation sensor (for example, a CCD). 
Photometric signals output from the CCD through an elec 
tronic circuit constructed so as to include an ampli?cation 
circuit are then ampli?ed and the ampli?ed photometric 
signals are converted into digital data by an A/D converter. 

In this type of scanner, generally (in the ?rst reading 
method), the amount of light from the light source is 
adjusted (the amount of light for each component color is 
adjusted for a color scan) so that photometric values 
obtained from incident light When no photographic ?lm has 
been set in place substantially conform to the maximum 
photometric value and so that no saturation of the values 
occurs. The ampli?cation factor of the ampli?cation circuit 
for amplifying the photometric signals output from the CCD 
is also adjusted and, image reading is performed after the 
CCD charge accumulation time has been adjusted (this is 
sometimes adjusted for each component color in a color 

scan). 
In the ?rst reading method, the dynamic range DR of 

analog photometric signals output from the ampli?cation 
circuit is found by 

When Vsat is the maximum level and Vdrk the black level 
of the photometric signals. In order to read an image at a 
Wider dynamic range, the black level Vdrk may be reduced 
and the maximum level Vsat increased, hoWever, the black 
level Vdrk, in particular, is dependent on: (1) the dark 
current output from the CCD; (2) noise output from the 
CCD; (3) the drift of the ampli?cation circuit; and (4) noise 
output from the ampli?cation circuit. 

Consequently, the above (1) to (4) are factors that inhibit 
the Widening of the dynamic range When reading a photo 
graphic ?lm. (1) and (3) out of the above (1) to (4) can be 
substantially removed by correcting the dark current (i.e. by 
correcting the level of the photometric signals by the amount 
of the difference betWeen the ideal level of the photometric 
signals When reading optical black (normally 0) and the 
actual level thereof). 
When dark current correction is performed, because the 

black level Vdrk is replaced by the noise level of the CCD 
and the ampli?cation circuit Vnoi, the dynamic range of the 
photometric signals is found by 

Accordingly, in order to Widen the dynamic range of a 
reading in a scanner With the above structure, it is necessary 
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2 
to reduce (2) the noise output from the CCD and (4) the 
noise output from the ampli?cation circuit in addition to 
performing dark current correction. Thus it is necessary to 
use a CCD having loW noise and high performance and to 
design an ampli?cation circuit also having loW noise. The 
problem is thus that costs are high. 

Moreover, When the analog section of a scanner having a 
CCD and an ampli?cation circuit is designed to have a Wide 
dynamic range, it is also necessary to use an A/D converter 
Which separates and converts the level of input signals into 
multibit data as the A/D converter for converting photomet 
ric signals into digital data. HoWever, the cost of the A/D 
converter increases the greater the number of multibits. In 
particular, When dealing With image data comprising a 
plurality of pixels such as that from an image scanner, high 
speed analog digital conversion is demanded. As a result, the 
analog digital converter ends up being extremely expensive. 
Accordingly, currently, the speci?cations of each section of 
an image scanner are determined so that the Widest dynamic 
range possible under the constraints of cost is obtained. 
Consequently, the performance of the scanner (i.e. the 
photometric dynamic range and the image reading speed 
possible from the analog—digital conversion speed) is not 
alWays satisfactory. 

Further, high performance negative scanners are also 
knoWn Which read negative images With a high level of 
accuracy by separating negative images recorded on a color 
negative ?lm into a plurality of pixels (for example, 1000 
pixels) and separating each pixel into each component color 
and measuring the light thereof in order to determine expo 
sure conditions used When a photograph printer exposes the 
images onto a photosensitive material such as photographic 
paper or the like. In this type of high performance negative 
scanner, the light of each negative image is preliminary 
measured under photometric conditions in Which it is certain 
that saturation Will not occur (prescan) and the density of the 
loWest density pixel in the negative image is detected. A 
main photomeasurement (?ne scan) is then performed in 
Which the charge accumulation time of the CCD is adjusted 
for each of the negative images (adjusted for each compo 
nent color in a color scan) so as to be the longest possible 
time Without the output being saturated by the light from the 
loWest density pixels, thus ensuring the maximum dynamic 
range (second reading method). 

In the second reading method, often the density of the 
loWest density pixel is comparatively high relative to, for 
example, an over exposed negative image Which has high 
density. Therefore, the charge accumulation time for a ?ne 
scan is adjusted so as to be long. Moreover, often the density 
of the loWest density pixels is comparatively loW (namely, is 
close to or identical to the ?lm base density) relative to an 
under exposed negative image Which has a loW density. 
Therefore, the charge accumulation time for a ?ne scan is 
also adjusted so as to be short. 

Because the gradient of the change in the density relative 
to the change in the exposure amount in a negative ?lm is 
small (y<<1), the gradation of a negative image is a soft 
gradation and the contrast of the negative image is loW. 
Moreover, because the above high performance negative 
scanner uses a CCD having a comparatively rough photo 
metric point density (pixel density), the contrast of the light 
incident on the CCD from each pixel of the negative image 
becomes still loWer. As a result, by adjusting the charge 
accumulation time in accordance With the density of the loW 
density pixels, as in the second reading method, negative 
images of any state of exposure type (over exposed negative 
images/normally exposed negative images/under exposed 
negative images) can each be read at a Wide dynamic range. 
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However, in the second reading method, reading negative 
images having high contrast at a Wide dynamic range such 
as negative images of scenes photographed using reverse 
light, negative images photographed using strobe lighting, 
and negative images in Which light sources are contained in 
the image is dif?cult. Moreover, the dynamic range of the 
reading is also insuf?cient When reading images recorded on 
reversal ?lm Which has a large gradient of the change in the 
density relative to the change in the exposure amount (yzl), 
or When making high accuracy readings of images Which 
have been separated into a plurality of pixels (for example, 
several hundreds of thousands of pixels). This is because the 
contrast of the light incident on the CCD from each pixel of 
the image is extremely high. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention has been achieved in order to solve 
the above problems. It is an object of the present invention 
to provide a loW cost image reading apparatus and image 
reading method Which make possible the reading of an 
image at a Wide dynamic range. 

In order to achieve the above objectives, in the image 
reading apparatus according to the ?rst aspect of the present 
invention, there is provided: a reading apparatus for reading 
an image in units of single pixels, after the image to be read 
has been separated into a plurality of pixels, by photoelec 
trically converting incident light from the image; determi 
nation device for determining suitable reading conditions for 
the image for each pixel or for each of small areas com 
prising a plurality of pixels, based on the result of the image 
reading; and a control apparatus for performing, based on 
the result of the determination by the determination device, 
a control process so that output image data identical to the 
image data obtained if each pixel or each small area of the 
image Were read under the reading conditions determined to 
be suitable for each is obtained from the results of the image 
reading by the reading apparatus. 

The reading apparatus according to the ?rst aspect reads 
an image in units of single pixels, after the image to be read 
has been separated into a plurality of pixels, by photoelec 
trically converting incident light from the image. Note that, 
the reading apparatus can also be structured so as to include, 
for example, a reading sensor provided With a plurality of 
cells Which reads the image With each cell by photoelectri 
cally converting incident light from the image to be read (for 
example, a charge accumulation type reading sensor Which 
accumulates signal charges obtained by photoelectric 
conversion). Note also that the incident light from the image 
being read may be light transmitted through the image or 
light re?ected from the image. 

In the reading of the image by the reading apparatus, 
When the amount of incident light (alternatively, the integral 
value of the amount of incident light Within a reading period) 
is too great compared to the sensitivity of the reading 
apparatus, the reading accuracy is decreased due to satura 
tion of the photoelectric conversion output. When the 
amount of incident light is too small compared to the 
sensitivity of the reading apparatus, the reading accuracy is 
decreased due to the photoelectric conversion output being 
too small. Consequently, When considering the dynamic 
range of a reading, it is desirable that the reading conditions 
are controlled so that the amount of incident light is as large 
as possible Without being so large as to cause saturation of 
the photoelectric conversion output. HoWever, because the 
density values or luminance values of the image being read 
vary from pixel to pixel or from small area to small area, 
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4 
they also differ for each pixel in an image With regard to the 
suitable reading conditions. 
To counter this, the determination device of the ?rst 

aspect, determines suitable reading conditions for the image 
for each pixel or for each small area comprising a plurality 
of the pixels of the image, based on a result of reading the 
image. Note that the result of a preliminary reading of the 
image being read by the reading apparatus (knoWn as a 
prescan) may be used for the above result of reading the 
image. Alternatively, When the determination device is struc 
tured so as to include an image reading apparatus separate to 
the reading apparatus, the result of reading the image by the 
image reading apparatus (prescan) may be used for the 
above result of reading the image. Moreover, as Will be 
described in the tenth aspect, it is also possible to use the 
results When the image is read a plurality of times by a 
reading apparatus under different reading conditions. 

Furthermore, the reading conditions can include at least 
one of a physical amount relating to the sensitivity of the 
reading apparatus (for example, the length of time of the 
reading by the reading apparatus (corresponding to the 
charge accumulation time in a charge accumulation type 
image sensor: even if the amount of incident light is 
constant, because the value of the output of the reading 
apparatus changes due to the length of time of the reading, 
the sensitivity of the reading apparatus appears to change)) 
and a physical amount relating to the amount of incident 
light. It is also possible to obtain the suitable reading 
conditions by calculating and setting values representing the 
suitable reading conditions for the image as the values of the 
above physical amounts. 
The control apparatus of the ?rst aspect performs, based 

on the result of the determination by the determination 
device, a control process so that output image data identical 
to When each pixel or each small area of the image is read 
under the reading conditions determined to be suitable for 
each is obtained from the results of the image reading by the 
reading apparatus. 
The control process for obtaining the above output image 

data can be achieved by, in the second aspect, for example, 
controlling the reading apparatus such that, When the read 
ing apparatus is structured such that the reading conditions 
can be varied betWeen units of pixels or small areas com 
prising a plurality of pixels, the reading conditions for each 
pixel or for each small area during the image reading by the 
image reading apparatus each match the suitable reading 
conditions determined by the determining means. As a 
result, in a single image reading by the reading apparatus, 
the image being read is read under suitable reading condi 
tions both for pixel units and for small area units. The results 
of the reading by the reading apparatus can be used as output 
image data. 
The control process for obtaining the above output image 

data can also be achieved by, as is described in the tenth 
aspect, for example, selecting for each pixel or each small 
area data Which corresponds to the most suitable reading 
conditions determined by the determining means from the 
image data obtained from each of the plurality of image 
readings made under different reading conditions by the 
reading apparatus, and synthesiZing this as output image 
data. In this case, the output image data Which is equal to that 
When the image being read is read under suitable reading 
conditions for both pixels units and small area units is 
synthesiZed from the results of the plurality of image read 
ings by the reading apparatus. 

In the method described above, because output image data 
Which is equal to that When the image being read is read 
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under reading conditions determined as suitable for both 
pixels units and small area units (reading conditions in 
Which the amount of incident light is as large as possible 
Without saturation of the photoelectric conversion output 
occurring) is obtained, output image data equivalent to the 
result of the image being read at a Wide dynamic range can 
be obtained even in cases such as When the image being read 
has a high level of contrast. 

Moreover, in the ?rst aspect, because output image data 
Which is equal to that obtained When the image is read under 
reading conditions determined as suitable for both pixels 
units and small area units is obtained by selecting reading 
conditions in pixel units or small area units, an image 
reading apparatus With the equivalent of the dynamic range 
necessary for reading the image can be constructed at loW 
cost Without it being necessary to construct the reading 
apparatus With high cost sections such as loW noise reading 
sensors. 

The image reading apparatus according to the second 
aspect of the present invention comprises: reading means 
Which reads the image by photoelectrically converting inci 
dent light from the image in units of single pixels When the 
image to be read has been separated into a plurality of pixels 
and Which is able to change the image reading conditions in 
units of pixels or in units of small areas each comprising a 
plurality of pixels; determination device Which determines 
suitable reading conditions for the image for each pixel or 
for each small area comprising a plurality of pixels based on 
a result of reading the image; and a control apparatus for 
performing control such that the reading conditions for each 
pixel or each small area during the image reading by the 
image reading apparatus match the suitable reading condi 
tions determined by the determination device. 

In the second aspect, the reading apparatus is able to 
change the image reading conditions for units of single 
pixels or for units of small areas comprising a plurality of 
pixels. The determination device determines suitable read 
ing conditions for each pixel or each small area based on the 
result of the image reading. The control means performs 
control processing such that the reading conditions for each 
pixel or each small area during the image reading by the 
reading apparatus match each of the determined suitable 
reading conditions. As a result, in the same Way as in the ?rst 
aspect, it is possible to read an image at a Wide dynamic 
range and to construct the image reading device cheaply. 

Note that the construction of an image reading apparatus 
capable of altering the reading conditions of an image in 
units of single pixels or in units of small areas comprising a 
plurality of pixels can be achieved by including in the image 
reading apparatus a reading sensor for reading the image by 
photoelectrically converting each pixel of the incident light 
from the image, and an incident light amount alteration 
apparatus capable of altering the amount of incident light 
striking the reading sensor in pixel units or in small area 
units. 

The incident light amount alteration apparatus can be 
constructed from, for example, a transmission light amount 
adjustment device such as an LCD Which is provided With 
a plurality of cells and Which is capable of altering at each 
cell the amount of transmission light or, alternatively, from 
a re?ection light amount adjustment device such as a DMD 
(digital micromirror device) Which is provided With a plu 
rality of cells and Which is capable of altering at each cell the 
amount of re?ection light. By corresponding these cells to 
pixels or small areas and controlling the amount of trans 
mission light or re?ection light of the devices at each cell, 
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6 
the amount of incident light striking the reading sensor can 
be altered in units of single pixels or in units of small areas. 

When the reading apparatus has the above structure, the 
control by the control apparatus of the reading conditions 
can be achieved by independently controlling the amount of 
incident light striking the reading sensor via the incident 
light amount alteration apparatus in units of single pixels or 
in units of small areas. The effect achieved by the third 
embodiment is that there is no longer any need to use as the 
reading sensor of the reading apparatus a structurally com 
plicated reading sensor such as a charge accumulation type 
reading sensor capable of independently altering the charge 
accumulation time for units of single pixels or units of small 
areas. 

The construction of a reading apparatus capable of alter 
ing the reading conditions of an image in units of single 
pixels or in units of small areas comprising a plurality of 
pixels can be achieved, as described, for example, in the 
sixth aspect of the present invention, by including in the 
image reading apparatus a charge accumulation type reading 
sensor for reading the image by photoelectrically converting 
incident light from the image for each pixel and accumu 
lating this as a charge, and capable of independently altering 
the charge accumulation time for pixel units or for small area 
units. 

When the reading apparatus has the above structure, the 
control of the reading conditions by the control apparatus is 
performed by independently controlling the charge accumu 
lation time of the reading time for pixel units or for small 
area units. According to the sixth aspect, although the 
structure of the reading sensor is complicated, the incident 
light amount alteration apparatus described in the third 
aspect is no longer a necessary part When controlling the 
image reading conditions for pixels units or for small area 
units each of Which comprises a plurality of pixels, thus 
alloWing the number of parts to be reduced. 

Moreover, the image reading apparatus according to the 
present invention is structured such that light other than 
from the image being read is also incident on the reading 
sensor (for example, is structured such that, When the image 
being read is recorded on a recording medium such as a 
photographic ?lm, light Which has passed through or been 
re?ected from regions other than the regions Where the 
image is recorded on the photographic ?lm is also incident 
of the reading sensor). In particular, When the amount of 
incident light other than from the image being read is greater 
than the amount of incident light from the image being read, 
if the reading sensor is, for example, a charge accumulation 
type reading sensor, then the incident light other than from 
the image being read has an adverse effect on the image 
reading, such as the charge accumulated in the reading 
sensor from the incident light other than from the image 
being read being saturated. 

It is possible to prevent the incident light other than from 
the image being read having an adverse effect on the reading 
by, for example, shutting out incident light other than from 
the image being read using a mask or the like. HoWever, as 
in the third aspect, in an aspect in Which a second reading 
apparatus is constructed so as to have an incident light 
amount alteration means and a second control apparatus 
controls the reading conditions by controlling the amount of 
incident light incident on the reading sensor in units of pixels 
or small areas using the incident light amount alteration 
apparatus, then, as described in the fourth aspect, it is 
preferable that the second control apparatus controls the 
amount of incident light on the reading sensor in units of 
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pixels or small areas using the incident light amount alter 
ation apparatus such that the amount of incident light other 
than from the image being read from among the incident 
light incident on the reading sensor is beloW a predetermined 
value. 

In contrast, in the sixth aspect of the present invention, in 
an aspect in Which the second reading apparatus is structured 
so as to include a charge accumulation type reading sensor 
capable of altering the charge accumulation times for stand 
alone pixel units or small area units, and the second control 
apparatus controls the reading conditions by controlling the 
charge accumulation time of the reading sensor in stand 
alone units of pixels or small areas, then, as described in the 
seventh aspect, it is preferable that the second control 
apparatus controls the charge accumulation time of the 
reading sensor in units of pixels or small areas such that the 
charge accumulation time in the photoelectric conversion of 
incident light other than from the image being read from 
among the incident light incident on the reading sensor is 
beloW a predetermined value. 
By controlling the charge accumulation time or incident 

light amount as described above, there is no need to make 
the structure more complex such as by providing a mask for 
shutting out incident light other than from the image being 
read and incident light other than from the image being read 
can be prevented from having an adverse effect on the 
reading of the image. 

Further, irregularities in pixel units Which are caused by 
the image reading apparatus are sometimes generated in the 
results of an image reading by the reading sensor. Examples 
of the causes of these irregularities are unevenness in the 
amount of light illuminating the image being read; 

aberration in the optical system irradiating the light from 
the image onto the reading sensor; and irregularities in the 
sensitivity for each pixel of the reading sensor. Moreover, 
When the image being read is one that has been made visible 
by performing developing processing and the like on a 
photographed object Which has been recorded on a photo 
graphic ?lm by photography using a camera, density 
unevenness in the image being read is generated due to 
aberrations in the optical system of the camera. Therefore, 
aberrations in the optical system of the camera are also a 
cause of irregularities in pixel units in the results of an image 
reading by a reading sensor. 

It is possible to avoid irregularities in pixel units in the 
results of an image reading by a reading sensor by, for 
example, performing a correction processing to correct the 
image reading results in units of each pixel. 

HoWever, as in the third aspect, in an aspect in Which the 
second reading apparatus is constructed so as to include an 
incident light amount alteration apparatus and the second 
control apparatus controls the reading conditions by con 
trolling the amount of incident light on the reading sensor in 
units of pixels or small areas using the incident light amount 
alteration apparatus, then, as described in the ?fth aspect, it 
is preferable that the second control apparatus controls the 
reading conditions by controlling the amount of incident 
light on the reading sensor in units of pixels or small areas 
using the incident light amount alteration apparatus such that 
density unevenness in an image being read and irregularities 
in each pixel unit in the results of an image reading by a 
reading sensor caused by the image reading apparatus are 
corrected. 

In contrast, as in the sixth aspect of the present invention, 
in an aspect in Which the second reading apparatus is 
constructed so as to include a charge accumulation type 
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8 
reading sensor capable of altering the charge accumulation 
time for stand-alone units of pixels or small areas, and the 
second control apparatus controls the reading conditions by 
controlling the charge accumulation time of a reading sensor 
in stand-alone units of pixels or small areas, then, as 
described in the eighth aspect, it is preferable that the second 
control apparatus controls the reading conditions by con 
trolling the charge accumulation time of a reading sensor in 
units of pixels or small areas such that density unevenness 
in an image being read and irregularities in each pixel unit 
in the results of an image reading by a reading sensor caused 
by the image reading apparatus are corrected. 
By controlling the charge accumulation time or incident 

light amount as described above, it is possible to avoid 
irregularities in pixel units in the results of an image reading 
and there is no need to perform correction processing on the 
results of the image reading for each pixel unit. 

Note that, in the third and fourth aspects, it is also 
possible, as is described in the ninth aspect, to construct the 
reading apparatus such that it contains a light amount 
adjustment apparatus capable of adjusting the amount of 
light of at least one of illumination light illuminating an 
image and incident light incident onto a reading sensor from 
an image. In this case, the control apparatus is able to control 
the reading conditions by controlling the amount of light of 
at least one of illumination light and incident light via the 
light amount adjustment apparatus. 
The light amount adjustment apparatus may be formed 

from a diaphragm, a light reduction ?lter, or the like, and, 
generally, these optical parts are provided in the structure of 
an image reading apparatus. Accordingly, according to the 
ninth aspect of the present invention, by controlling the light 
amount via a light amount adjustment apparatus, it is pos 
sible to reduce the Width of the alteration of the incident light 
by the incident light amount alteration apparatus described 
in the third aspect, or to reduce the Width of the alteration of 
the charge accumulation time by the reading sensor 
described in the sixth aspect. In addition, an increase in the 
number of parts can be avoided by using a diaphragm or 
light reduction ?lter already present in the apparatus as the 
light amount adjustment apparatus. 
The image reading apparatus according to the tenth aspect 

of the present invention comprises: a reading apparatus 
Which is provided With a light amount adjustment apparatus 
capable of adjusting the amount of light of at least one of 
illumination light illuminated onto an image being read and 
incident light from the image, and Which reads the image a 
plurality of times by photoelectrically converting incident 
light incident from the image in units of single pixels When 
the image has been divided into a plurality of pixels and also 
causes the reading conditions to be varied for each reading 
by adjusting the amount of incident light using the light 
amount adjustment apparatus; determination device Which 
determines the most suitable reading conditions for each 
pixel or for each small area comprising a plurality of pixels 
from among the reading conditions for each image reading, 
based on image data obtained from each of the plurality of 
image readings by the reading apparatus; and a control 
apparatus Which selects for each pixel or each small area 
data corresponding to the most suitable reading conditions 
determined by the determination device from the image data 
obtained from each of the plurality of image readings by the 
reading apparatus and synthesiZes this as output image data. 
The reading apparatus according to the tenth aspect reads 

the image a plurality of times by photoelectrically convert 
ing incident light incident from the image being read in units 
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of each single pixel When the image has been divided into a 
plurality of pixels and also causes the reading conditions to 
be varied for each reading by adjusting the amount of 
incident light using the light amount adjustment apparatus. 
Note that it is possible to use an existing diaphragm, light 
reduction ?lter, or the like as the light adjustment apparatus 
of the tenth aspect as Well. 

The determination device determines the most suitable 
reading conditions for each pixel or for each small area 
comprising a plurality of pixels from among the reading 
conditions for each image reading by the reading apparatus, 
While the control apparatus selects for each pixel or each 
small area data corresponding to the above determined most 
suitable reading conditions from the image data obtained 
from each of the plurality of image readings and synthesiZes 
this as output image data. As a result, because output image 
data equivalent to When the image being read is read under 
the suitable reading conditions for each pixel or small area 
unit is synthesiZed from the results of the plurality of image 
readings by the reading apparatus, it is possible to read the 
image at a Wide dynamic range and to construct the image 
reading apparatus cheaply. 

Note that When the reading conditions are varied by 
adjusting the amount of incident light, if, for example, the 
reading apparatus includes a charge accumulation type read 
ing sensor, saturation of the accumulated charge amount 
occurs in at least a portion of the cells during the plurality 
of image readings. HoWever, if a charge accumulation type 
sensor having anti-blooming characteristics (for example, a 
sensor having an over?oW drain structure) is used, the 
over?oW charge from the cell in Which the accumulated 
charge saturation occurred can be prevented from having 
adverse effects, Which is naturally preferable. Moreover, 
When the above reading sensor is used in the tenth aspect, the 
determination of the most suitable reading conditions can be 
made on the basis of Whether or not saturation of the 
accumulated charge occurred in each cell. 

In the image processing method according to the eleventh 
aspect of the present invention, suitable reading conditions 
for the image to be read are determined for each pixel or for 
each small area comprising a plurality of pixels. Then, based 
on the above determination results, control is performed 
such that output image data equivalent to that obtained When 
the image is read under the suitable reading conditions for 
each pixel unit or each small area unit is obtained from the 
results of reading the image by photoelectrically converting 
incident light from the image in units of single pixels When 
the image to be read has been divided into a plurality of 
pixels. Therefore, in the same Way as in the ?rst aspect, an 
image can be read at a Wide dynamic range Without any 
major increase in the costs being incurred. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a side vieW shoWing the schematic structure of 
the optical system of a ?lm scanner according to the ?rst 
embodiment. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram shoWing the schematic structure 
of a signal processing system and control system of a ?lm 
scanner. 

FIG. 3 is a How chart shoWing the contents of image 
reading control processing according to the ?rst embodi 
ment. 

FIG. 4 is a How chart shoWing the contents of image 
reading control processing according to the ?rst embodi 
ment. 

FIG. 5 is a How chart shoWing the contents of reading 
conditions calculation/image data correction processing. 
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FIG. 6 is a How chart shoWing the contents of reading 

conditions calculation/image data correction processing. 
FIG. 7 is a side vieW shoWing the schematic structure of 

the optical system of a ?lm scanner according to the second 
embodiment. 

FIG. 8 is a side vieW shoWing the schematic structure of 
the optical system of a ?lm scanner according to the third 
embodiment. 

FIG. 9 is a How chart shoWing the contents of image 
reading control processing according to the fourth embodi 
ment. 

FIG. 10 is a How chart shoWing the contents of image 
reading control processing according to the fourth embodi 
ment. 

FIG. 11 is a side vieW shoWing the schematic structure of 
the optical system of a ?lm scanner according to the ?fth 
embodiment. 

FIG. 12 is a side vieW shoWing the schematic structure of 
the optical system of a ?lm scanner according to another 
embodiment. 

FIG. 13 is a side vieW shoWing the schematic structure of 
the optical system of a ?lm scanner according to still another 
embodiment. 

FIG. 14 is a side vieW shoWing the schematic structure of 
the optical system of a ?lm scanner according to yet a further 
embodiment. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

FIG. 1 shoWs the schematic structure of the optical system 
of a ?lm scanner 10 according to the ?rst embodiment of the 
present invention. The optical system of the ?lm scanner 10 
is provided With a light source section 12 and a reading 
section 14 positioned on the opposite side of a photographic 
?lm 16 to the light source section 12. 

The light source section 12 is provided With a lamp 20 
comprising a halogen lamp or the like. A re?ector 22 is 
provided around the lamp 20. Aportion of the light emitted 
from the lamp 20 is re?ected by the re?ector 22 so as to 
irradiate in a ?xed direction. On the light emission side of 
the re?ector 22 there are positioned along the optical axis L 
of the light emitted from the re?ector 22 in the folloWing 
sequence: an unillustrated UV/IR cutout ?lter for cutting out 
light in the ultraviolet and infrared Wavelengths; a light 
source diaphragm 24 (this corresponds to the light amount 
adjustment apparatus described in the ninth aspect) for 
adjusting the amount of light irradiated onto the photo 
graphic ?lm 16; a turret 26; and a light diffusion box 30 for 
changing the light irradiated onto the photographic ?lm 16 
into diffused light. Note that the light source diaphragm 24 
is driven by a diaphragm drive section 50 (see FIG. 2). 

Color separation ?lters 28 for three component colors (R, 
G, B) are inserted into the turret 26. These color separation 
?lters 28 are selectively positioned on the optical axis L by 
the rotation of the turret 26. The turret 26 is rotated so that 
the color separation ?lters 28 for each component color are 
positioned in sequence on the optical axis L. The reading 
section 14 (described in detail beloW) performs a reading of 
the ?lm image each time one of the color separation ?lters 
28 is positioned on the optical axis L. This enables ?lm 
images recorded on the photographic ?lm 16 to be separated 
into each of the component colors and read. Note that the 
turret 26 is driven by a turret drive section 48 (see FIG. 2). 
An unillustrated ?lm carrier is provided above the light 

diffusion box 30 to pull out and transport the photographic 






























